WALKING WITHOUT PULLING  (Preparation for Heel)
Walking without pulling means just what it says. While your dog is on lead, he can go ahead of you, behind you, or to your side but if at any moment there is slight tension on the leash he must immediately stop, look back to you and loosen up his lead. Only then can he move forward.
Many of you are probably already experiencing the problem of your dog pulling on the leash. As with most behavior problems, this does not simply go away with age. In fact the older and larger your dog gets, the worse it becomes. To allow your dog to pull actually tells your dog that pulling is acceptable and it gets him where he wants. Many owners inadvertently teach their dogs the fine art of mushing by yanking and pulling their dogs back while continuing to walk. Instead of teaching them not to pull, you teach them to pull harder. When a dog pulls forward and the owner pulls back but continues to walk, the dogs reaction is to pull forward again, only harder. He is being inadvertently rewarded since the walk continues; he gets to sniff and his obedient owner - YOU - follows behind him.
If you own a "hefty" puller, consider a "Gentle Leader" or "Haiti" as an Aid for keeping your dog in the proper position to teach them "heel". This device is not a muzzle, nor is it anything "bad". It simply connects to the dogs body in a different area - the nose. Can your dog pull more and harder with it's nose or full body weight? Some dogs even become much calmer, as if the device has a psychological influence.
Method 1: Being a Tree
As long as your dog walks nicely without pulling, the walk continues and he is periodically rewarded with food treats and verbal praise. Whenever you see that your dog is about to pull, stop all forward motion and turn yourself into a tree. Wait until y our dog attends to you by looking at your face, verbally praise him and reward him with a treat. He will quickly learn that when his collar is tight, you no longer follow him; instead, the walk is temporarily discontinued. Walks only continue when the dog is light in your hands (you should feel as though there is no dog at the end of the leash ).
Method 2: About Face
This technique can be used along with Method 1. During this exercise, your dog will learn to pay attention to your whereabouts. Simply start walking, be sure to reward your dog any time he is not pulling or looks back to you. When you find your dog starting to "forget your there" or pull forward, do an about face, directly in the oposition direction. Be sure not to harm your dog, you may want to do this slowly hi order not to jerk or harm him in any way. The about face should just surprise him enough to wonder "where ya goin?" and teaches him to follow you. After your About Turn, be sure to reward him for catching up to you or staying on a loose leash.
Enforce loose leash walking anytime your dog is on leash. Do not allow your dog to pull to go to the bathroom in the backyard, when you are sitting with him on leash in class, at the veterinarian's office, etc.
When you train, always set your dog up to succeed. In order for him to be successful with this training, you should not take him out for a walk to get rid of built-up energy. If you attempt this, you will only be able to take one step before you have to stop. Instead, tire him out at home and then take him for a nice long walk. You will surely be more successful when he is calm and tired.

